New Online Library Resources for 2011
Supporting Researchers and Research-led Education

The following Library resources have been added to the collection for 2011. All resources are available for access now. Simply click on the individual titles to link to the resource.

**Multi-Disciplinary Resources**

**ScienceDirect**

ScienceDirect is a quality collection of approximately 2,500 full text online journals, mainly published by Elsevier.

Coverage includes Accounting, Business Management, Economics, Econometrics and Finance, Biochemistry Genetics and Molecular Biology, Biomedical and Environmental Sciences, Microbiology, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Health Sciences, Immunology, Nursing and Health Professions, Toxicology and Pharmaceutics, Medicine Agricultural and Biological Sciences, Pharmacology, Psychology, Technology.

**Discipline-specific online journals and information services**

**Academic Search Complete (EBSCO)**

The upgrade to Academic Search Complete provides further access to such diverse areas as biology, chemistry, civil engineering, electrical engineering, ethnic & multicultural studies, general science, geography, geology, law, mathematics, mechanical engineering, pharmaceutical sciences, psychology, women's studies and zoology amongst others.

**Business Source Complete (EBSCO)**

The upgrade to Business Source Complete provides access to additional full-text books, journals, seminars, industry reports, journals and SWOT analyses as well as access to additional content such as video seminars, author profiles and executive interviews

**Datastream (5-concurrent-user licence)**

The link above accesses UC Library's Moodle site where the Datastream software can be downloaded. To use this database, you need to download & install the Datastream software on your computer.

Datastream is designed to run on Microsoft Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 (32 and 64 bit). You must have administration rights to your computer to install this software.

This Thomson Reuters product provides time series and current worldwide financial information. Key data sets include equities and company, financials, stock market indices, unit and investment trusts, warrants, bonds, interest & exchange rates commodities and macroeconomic data. The macroeconomic data is sourced from the IMF, OECD and government agencies.

**HeinOnline Core Collection**

The world’s largest online, fully-searchable, image-based database of legal history, including content from over 1,300 law and related journals from inception.

**IEEE/IET Electronic Library (IEL) (5-concurrent-user licence)**

Source of more than 30% of the world’s current literature in engineering, electronics and computer science including backfiles of journals, conference proceedings and standards.

**Joanna Briggs Institute**

Full access to all evidence based resources in the health area.

**JSTOR Life Sciences**

The Life Sciences collection covers both the field sciences, and health sciences areas, with more than 160 journals and 8 million pages, the collection is JSTOR's largest, spanning more than 340 years of science history and research in the sciences. Disciplines include aquatic science, botany, developmental & cell biology, ecology, paleontology, and zoology.
Lawlex Legislative Alerts & Premium Research Package (select: login as the University of Canberra Research User)
Access to Lawlex’ premium research portal as well as notification by email within 24 hours of changes to legislation, summary and hyperlinks to relevant documents.

LawNow Legislation (part of the LexisNexisAU collection)
Integrated online access to legislation, cases and commentary on the one site including the largest collection of historical Australian legislation.

Taylor & Francis Social Science and Humanities online journal package

Zephyr
An enhancement to the existing Mint Global Database subscription providing information on mergers & acquisitions, initial public offerings, private equity and venture capital deals, with links to the detailed financial information of the companies involved.

Un-embargoed online fulltext access
To access the following resources, please use the Library’s E-journals & Newspapers Webpage.

Nature Journal
Nature Medicine
Science (Magazine) (Replacing print subscription)
Image and Vision Computing
Computer Vision and Image Understanding
Pattern Recognition
IEEE Transactions on wireless communications
ACI Structural Journal
Communications: the European Journal of Communication Research
Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
Information systems research (replacing online fulltext subscription of 2 year embargo)
Behaviour & information technology (replacing online fulltext subscription of 18-month embargo)
Human-computer interaction (replacing online fulltext subscription of 1 year embargo)
IBM Systems Journal
International journal of electronic commerce (replacing online fulltext subscription of 6-month embargo)
Journal of organizational and end user computing
MIS Quarterly Executive
Information systems management (replacing online fulltext subscription of 1 year embargo)
Journal of Information Systems Security (replacing online fulltext subscription of 1 year embargo)
Journal of development studies
Journal of industrial economics
Accident analysis and prevention
Ergonomics (replacing online fulltext subscription of 18-month embargo)